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Description of Work 
Overview 
This body of work was produced for my BA (Hons) Photography degree with the Open College of 
the Arts during the period May 2019 to February 2020. The subject of the work is the border 
between the Republic of Ireland and the United Kingdom on the island of Ireland (The ‘Irish 
Border’ hereafter for brevity). By use of photographs and text from period newspapers, it attempts 
to put into context the nature and significance of this border in the context of Brexit and the 
centenary of the border’s creation in 2021.


Artist’s Statement 

Introduction 

This portfolio consists of work produced for the final year of a BA (Hons) in photography at the 
Open College of the Arts, part of the University for the Creative Arts. The work concerns the 
border between the Republic of Ireland and the United Kingdom on the island of Ireland. The work 
will ultimately be presented in a book consisting of photographs printed in Ireland on Irish linen 
interspersed with newspaper cuttings covering the period from the establishment of the border in 
1921 to the United Kingdom ‘Brexit’ poll in 2016. It is entitled Streams of Consciousness.


The Irish border 

The Irish border is unlike most international borders in that it was never meant to be one.  When 
the British government succeeded at its third attempt to pass a ‘Home Rule’ bill through 
parliament in 1914, establishing an Irish Parliament in Dublin, events were overtaken by the First 
World War and it was never implemented. Instead, the Fourth Home Rule Bill, passed in 1920 in 
the midst of a guerilla war between British and Irish Republican Forces, provided for two 
parliaments in Dublin and Belfast, with six of the nine counties of Ulster forming a separate 
‘Northern Ireland’. 


The 1921 Anglo-Irish Treaty brought the war to an end and resulted in the establishment of the 
Irish Free State in 1922, from which Northern Ireland immediately seceded, turning county 
boundaries into an international frontier. The Treaty provided for a Boundary Commission to 
determine the boundary between Northern Ireland and the rest of Ireland.  Finally established in 
1924, the Commission reported in December 1925 proposing changes in both directions. 
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However, the report was suppressed and not published until 1969. The border remains to this day 
on the provisional line of the county boundaries. 


Being a county line, the boundary between the North and the South was defined in large part by 
rivers and small streams, which took a naturally tortuous path.


During the ‘Troubles’ of the 1970s, this border, with its many crossing points, proved impossible 
to police. In an attempt to reduce the permeability of the border, the British Army destroyed many 
small bridges across these streams, causing great difficulty for border residents trying to carry on 
their daily lives.


The linen industry in Northern Ireland  

The history of the linen industry in Ireland provides a powerful metaphor for British colonialism. 
Although there had been an indigenous linen industry in Ireland since at least the 12th century, the 
English imposed reforms in the 17th century, then fined and imprisoned those who refused to 
comply. Although the English government promoted Irish linen production, this was largely part of 
an attempt to damage the Irish wool trade which was seen as a threat to the British trade in that 
commodity.


The English king William III (‘William of Orange’) invited Protestant Huguenot refugees from France 
to northern Ireland, helping to sow the seeds of sectarian division in Belfast, which by the late 
18th century was the linen capital of the world. Just as land became a contentious issue between 
the Irish catholic peasants and the protestant landlords from England, so the conflict between 
traditional, homespun linen and industrial production introduced by the British exemplified the 
colonial attitude of the British in Ireland.


Content and presentation 
This body of work consists of photographs of streams which form parts of the Border 
interspersed with historically-ordered newspaper cuttings from the period 1921, when the border 
was created, to the Brexit vote in 2016. 


My original motivation for producing this works was the debate about the Irish Border which 
sprang up during the deliberations on Brexit in the wake of the 2016 UK referendum. There were 
two opposed camps: those who felt that the UK leaving the EU was a threat to the 2008 ‘Good 
Friday Agreement’ and the relative peace and stability it had achieved on the island of Ireland; and 
those, mainly ‘hard’ Brexiters, who could not see any such problem. I set out to present to a 
British audience largely ignorant of the history and nature of the Irish Border some sense of why it 
was felt by many to be a critical issue in the Brexit process.


Early on in the project I took the decision to present the photographs printed on linen, a fabric 
which has long associations with Ireland and the production of which is inextricably linked with 
the history of the British Empire. This decision pointed to the resolution of the project being an 
exhibition rather than a book or other presentation of the work. The haptic qualities of the material 
and its political significance are part of the work. 


Scale was another factor in determining the presentation of the work. Partly inspired by the giant 
topographical map of Ireland exhibited at the 1897 Irish Fair in New York, which I wrote about in  
Contextual Studies, my concept was to present the images of streams in an immersive way as 
vertical linen hangings 2m high (2m being the maximum size my supplier could create). This ideal 
presentation would of course pose logistical problems, both in finding a suitable venue and in 
hanging the work. For that reason I also pursued the idea of creating book with linen pages. This 
would potentially provide a resolution realisable more quickly and act as a promotional tool for the 
exhibition when I was seeking potential venues.


Since I began planning the publication of my work the world has changed fundamentally with the 
arrival of the Covid-19 virus among us. Some people speculate that the work may never be the 
same again. The immediate implication for the publication of my work is that an exhibition is 
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impossible in the foreseeable future, certainly within the time limits of my degree course. Not only 
are all the galleries closed, but there will be a backlog of exhibitions to be. presented when they 
eventually re-open.


I have decided in the first instance to create a hand-made book to show-case the work. The two 
essential requirements are reproduction on linen and as physically large a scale as is practical. In 
parallel I will consider options for a virtual presentation of the work, although this option would 
clearly be unable to fulfil either of the essential requirements I have identified for physical 
presentation of the work.


I have already done some preparatory work for the creation of a book. The first task was to locate 
someone who could print my photographs on linen, and I came up with Pixalili in County Donegal, 
Ireland. Although their usual business is printing fabric designs, I clarified that their equipment 
would be able to print photographs. I identified the maximum size they would be able to print and 
ordered test prints of both a large size suitable for exhibition hanging and a smaller size suitable 
for a book. I found that the technology produced a very good result, with the linen forming part of 
the texture of the image. This meant that I was able to extend the link with Ireland of the work by 
having it printed in Ireland on linen made in Ireland.


The next step was to work out how to create a book from the linen prints. With the help of my 
tutor I identified Bristol Bound (a small family-run bookbinder in Bristol) as a potential supplier and 
made several visits there. This proved to be fortunate preparation when we arrived in the 
lockdown. Although they have not made a book with linen pages before Rachel at Bristol Bound 
agreed to do some experiments for me. Rachel identified the size of the linen sheet she would 
need to create my desired final page size and then produced a sample page using a linen print 
which I supplied.


The pages Bristol Bound produced are quite thick - Rachel was concerned about page curl and 
used quite a thick base material. For my submission of the work for Body of Work I experimented 
with producing linen prints myself, using thinner material. This seemed quite successful so I have 
proposed to Rachel that I produce the pages for the book and she does the binding. I will be 
producing a prototype page to send to her and get her feedback. Producing the pages myself will 
also reduce the cost, although of course I have to count the cost of my own time. If the thinner 
pages are successful it will also make the book thinner and lighter as well as cheaper, and 
therefore open opportunities for making more than one copy and exhibiting in multiple locations.


Ultimately I still hope to be able to stage some kind of physical exhibition during the centenary 
year of the border, 2021, although this will prove extremely difficult. What I will try to do is to find 
alternative spaces outside galleries, which are likely to be unavailable for some considerable time.
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Budget 
The budget here is for the production of a hand-made book with linen pages. I am not starting 
from scratch as I have already done some preparatory work during Body of Work. I have costed 
my own time at a low rate as I have to consider what my time is worth in this context. 


Initially I have only budgeted for the production costs of the book. I will investigate publicity 
options and budget this when I have established a plan.


It is also my intention to pursue a virtual exhibition and ultimately a physical exhibition when 
possible. I will update this document as I explore these alternatives.
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Book Publication Budget
David Fletcher

Book production
Materials
Item Qty Unit cost Cost Notes
linen print 10 £13.00 £130.00 Pixalili
linen cover 1 £39.00 £39.00 Pixalili
paper 31 £0.13 £4.03 170gsm recycled
adhesive 1 £13.00 £13.00 3M surface mount
printing text pages 11 £0.50 £5.50 own printer - ink costs

Labour
Hrs Unit cost Cost Notes

Page making 5 10 £50.00 self
Printing 1 10 £10.00 self
Admin 2 10 £20.00 self
Binding £50.00 Bristol Bound

Total cost £321.53



Publicity 
The big question when considering publication of my work in a hand-made book is how to 
maximise the audience. I propose to do this in two ways.


Firstly, I will create a page-turning video of the book. This will enable me to reach a wide audience 
via YouTube and my website. Of course, the audience still has to be attracted to the site and I aim 
to do this via social media and contacts in the photography industry. The costs for this will be 
minimal, consisting mainly of my own time, although I will also investigate paid promotion on 
social media.


Secondly, I would like to display the book in tourist offices and libraries along the Irish border 
itself. I already have contacts in three border towns on both sides of the border which I have 
developed while making the work. This kind of display will hopefully be possible sooner than 
gallery exhibitions. Given that my original aim was to inform the British public, I will try to find 
suitable places to do something similar on the British mainland. Again, these events could be 
publicised on social media.


Timeline 
In the current uncertain climate, I intend to develop this plan as the future possibilities become 
clearer. The timeline at present covers only the production and publication of the book. As I 
explore exhibition possibilities I will add these to the timescale.


The timeline plan is contained in a separate document, entitled OCA SYP Publication Proposal 
timeline 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